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INFORMATION SESSION
Don’t forget that on Monday mornings, we have the Information System on 14.332. This is where new
members are announced, and their numbers officially entered into the records. This is where any new item of
information is announced. So, if you want to know the latest with the System, listen to our Information Officer,
K9WFE, at 1400 UTC during the daylight savings months, and 1300 during the winter months.
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New members since June Issue

16959 K0PZN - Paul in FL

16958 - KK4BGU - Rod in FL

16951 - KD8VOX - Jon in MI

16957 - N4UP - Peter in VA

16950 - K4HLE - Harvey in FL

16956 - KD9APR - Michael in IL

16949 - KJ4DCK - Sharen in FL

16955 - K6HP - Ed in California

16948 - K4SAF - Carol in KY

16954 - KE5AHE - Charlie in OK

16947 - WY3T - Tim in FL

16953 - KC1AU - Bob in ME

16946 - AG6WN - Tom in CA

16952 - KG7HFI - Mac in ID

16945 - KN0JI - Noji in UT

SPECIAL DAYS ON THE SYSTEM
The month of August is our Summer Heat Award, from August 1
through the 31st. Contact 30 members who have a TFO number, TFO of
the Year Award, or Rigel Trophy or Plaque for this lovely award.
August 11th is our Special Day on the System, TFO Day Award. Make
Ten (10) contacts with stations who have TFO numbers for this
special Award. K4ICA counts as 2 contacts.
Send your logs, along with $5.00, to Barbara Neiman, KE5ZI, 4257 SW
7th Ave. Rd., Ocala, FL 34471. Make your check payable to Barbara.
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Beth, KC5RWW, says
The highlight of June was Field Day. My OM (non-active ham) drove me 100
miles to a field day north of Oklahoma City. We were there about 5
hours. I learned a lot about PSK31 and spent probably an 1 1/2 hours
on the air on SSB. Talked to an Australian station! I work a lot of
contests and it was hard to say the club call sign instead of my own.
Also I'm used to logging with pencil and paper. Someone was beside me to
log the contacts into a computer. I still had to write the call signs
down in front of me for my own sanity. And even worse was the
microphone on the headset was keyed by a device held in my hand. It was
hard not to talk into my hand as I was talking into the microphone by my
mouth. Something else that was new to me was even though I was
wearing headphones everyone in the room could hear the qso's. And
there were 2 more sets of headphones attached for anyone that wanted
to listen in more closely. It was hard enough to use a strange call sign
and equipment, but then to have everyone able to listen in was nerve
wracking. But it was worth it. I think I made about 50 contacts on 40M
and 20M. It was hard to go back and count my pencil scribbles since I'd
marked out each one as the computer logger logged them.
Tried PSK31 when I got home. Had a few problems. One was every time I
entered a call sign I'd get a message saying "United States not allowed."
Finally got that fixed and I've made 5 PSK31 contacts.
Beth, KC5RWW
Stan AC8W #10322 will be in Tonga and Fiji in August. He should arrive
sometime between the 13-15th. His calls will be 3D2AC on Tonga and
A35AC in Fiji. He will try to check into the system if the bands allow.

Ray WB7VNL # 16641 was bitten by a Brown Recluse and has been
having a hard time. I would ask that we all remember Ray in our
prayers. If you would like to send him a card his address is
Ray Cahoon
PO Box 1884
Cheyenne, WY 82001
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Guess Who

AA4GT George #14085 in 1952

NV4Z #12657 Mary at 17

From Mary, K1MTD
ARRL 100 Year Convention

I attended the ARRL Centennial Convention on Saturday, July 19.
What a fun day! I walked miles around the exhibit hall, taking in
everything. Spoke to hams I had met on the air, and fellow hams from
around the world. Many of their QSL cards were displayed on a QSL
Wall in the convention center lobby. (I added my own eyeball card.) It
is always a treat to meet Betsey Doane, our ARRL CT Section
Manager. She was having a busy day. The forums were outstanding.
My only dismay was that I couldn't clone extra "me's" to attend all
the ones held at 2 p.m.! I chose Gordon West's presentation on Tropo
Ducting. The iconic Mr. West did not disappoint; he was extremely
knowledgeable, fun, and funny. It was yet another highlight of the
day to meet him.
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Recently, we were honored with 2 YL System members visiting our
isolated Zuni Mountain home. June 25th, Bill W7AJP and XYL Joan
spent the day and shared a meal with us. Bill’s car might never be the
same going over our dirt road.

July 19th, John KF6JG visited for the weekend in route from CA to
his new home in GA. Our two Dashshunds found his dog Monkey a
strange one worthy of their constant barking. John made it up our
road towing a small trailer.

Everyone was successful in following our directions on simplex
right to our door. We really enjoy having company. Tom says it is the
only time he gets a meal other than a healthy diet of fruit and
veggies. Everyone is welcome.
73,
Tom KC7KPF and Judy KC7KPG
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Hello Nancy,
Hope your well..
Worked with Bill, W7AJP this evening on the 3rd hour of the
Told Bill I know why it's called a system rather than a net...
A "Net" is used to catch things.. Calls and etc..
A "System" works together to achieve a goal.
Bill thought you might like my view..
Proud to be a member of the YL System, and will continue for
many years to come.
Hope you are doing well, and always enjoy talking with you.
Band was not good earlier this evening, but we had some
check ins.
God Bless and take care.
Ken and Bill, Bill.. N8SWC
lovetoflyhelis@live.com

ANNIVERSARIES:

8/03 KL7FQQ ROSE & KL7FQR STAN
8/17 KK4DYI NORMA & KK4GVM KEN
8/19 N1PVT JANE & CHRIS
8/24 KD0NEZ BARBARA & KC0YHU CRAIG
8/24 AC4NC NATALIE & KD4AKT, BILL
8/28 KC1ANA ANNE & JIM
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AUGUST BIRTHDAYS:
8/01 AA4GT

8/16 K5ZMX

8/02 W1EKZ

8/20 WB0MDP

8/02 KB1VQF

8/20 AE0J

8/02 WB6HPF

8/20 W8LMG

8/02 K5BOO

8/20 WW0LF

8/02 WD4HVA

8/21 WB9OKC

8/02 KD7MMU

8/21 N7GBX

8/03 WV7V

8/22 W9DTR

8/05 KK4PI

8/23 WB5OHN

8/05 N8DBC

8/24 NJ5G

8/06 N9GWP

8/24 WD8PAJ

8/06 K9JMB

8/24 KB1ZIQ

8/08 W4OKT

8/24 K7EII

8/10 JUDY (XYL of K3CDQ) 8/24 AF5CK
8/10 KP3B

8/25 N0QAV

8/10 K5LLR

8/25 AB0EG

8/10 N0END

8/27 KJ4WNW

8/10 KD5NOE

8/27 K3MG

8/10 KJ4DCK

8/27 N4UP

8/11 AG6WN

8/28 KB8NSA

8/12 WA0AVW

8/29 W3GFM

8/14 KC1MR

8/30 KD2ARU

8/14 N8KCJ

8/31 WA9BXB

8/15 WN9MFC
8/15 K9DIG
8/16 KC5HIW
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From the Historian
Hello Everyone,
I am not sure if our founder, V. Mayree had an inkling in the
early days that the YL System would take off like it did. By the end
of the 2nd year, the fledgling YL System had almost 1500 members,
and by the end of the 4th year, over 5,000. Quite amazing, and a
tribute to the goals and attributes laid down by K4ICA and her
cadre of wonderful ladies. As you all know, back in those early
days of amateur radio, proof of contact was always handled by QSL
cards sent via regular snail mail. Although the year is unknown, it
was decided that for the YL System, cards would not be necessary
for proof of contact since thousands of cards were being sent by
members to other members, and it was becoming quite the burden.
That brings us up to today. The YL System still uses the honor
system for proof of contact except that for working for our
various awards, you do need to send a log of your contacts to
whichever Awards Manager controls and disseminates the award in
question. So, if you wish to send a QSL card to any of your contacts
on the YL System, that is entirely up to you, but it is not necessary.
If you are working for one of the ARRL awards, then, of course,
cards are required. Just thought you might like to know.
73,
Kevin, KN4AA
YL System Historian
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Greetings YL System Members. This is the first of the monthly
awards team report of those members who have completed the
work for the listed awards through the 15th of the previous
month. The Awards Managers are the ones who receive, process
and issue the awards earned in their respective areas of
responsibility, and their work is what makes this report possible.
They are: Barb-KE5ZI (20 issued); Jim-VE1JIM (0); Nancy-K9DIG (0); &
Karen-KB8NSA (0). I am extremely lucky to have inherited this team.

AWARDS & RECIPIENTS month ending July 15th, 2014
CONVENTION.........KC8VRT-Amy ; KL7FQQ-Rose
FREEDOM................KK4AED-Howard ; K4DXM-Gloria ; K4DMW-Diane
K9DIG-Nancy ; KC7KPG-Judy ; K4KRK-Randy
AA4GT-George ; WK8Y-Bob ; K5ZMX-Doug
KL7FQQ-Rose ; KC8VRT-Amy ; KJ5Q-Sandy
N5WQ-John
INDEPENDENCE......K9DIG-Nancy ; VE1JIM-Jim
MAYDAY..................K5ZMX-Doug
SUMMER..................WK8Y-Bob
VETERANS...............WK8Y-Bob
Top Flight Operator...none reported

Congratulations to this month's 14 recipients of 6 different
Awards , and a total of 20 awards issued.You, too, can see your
name and call sign in our monthly column. Go to the home page on
our website and in the left sideboard, select "Award Programs"
and then click on "Awards" to see the requirements for the
award of your choice. Repeat but click on "Award Managers" to
find the one to whom you will submit your work. Note the fee for a
desired certificate.
If you earned an award that should have been listed in this report,
contact your Awards Manager for inclusion in our next issue.
Hope to see your name here soon. 73 and all them other numbers,
Skipper-W4VTH, Awards Program Coordinator
(W4VTH@comcast.net)
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Bob, WK8Y, and his wife Rose stopped at our exit to have
lunch with us on their way through to visit relatives in
Ohio.
They are both really neat people and fun to chat with.
Rose is a tech but soon (hopefully) will move up to
General and then be on the YL System with us.
From Kevin, KN4AA and Sally, KK4YL

